Synthetix Internal Knowledge
Eliminate knowledge silos
within your organization.
Synthetix Internal Knowledge
makes it easy for new hires to
ﬁnd information, bring teams
together to collaborate on
ideas, support employees and
boost training by means of a
secure, intelligent AI-powered,
centralized knowledge-base.

Facts and beneﬁts

of working time
spent by employees
searching for relevant
internal information or
asking other colleagues
to help them with
speciﬁc issues.
~McKinsey

Reduction in employee
training times.
~Synthetix

reduction in time spent by
employees searching for
company-related
information.
~McKinsey Research

Visit synthetix.com
to book a free
demonstration.

Knowledge-base software for internal use
Strictly for internal use, a centralized knowledge-base is an ideal way for
companies to enable employees to ﬁnd important information easily and
quickly. Synthetix Internal Knowledge-base provides superb resilience,
performance, and security, ensuring there is no risk of sharing private or
sensitive information with the general public.
Intelligent AI-driven Synthetix Internal Knowledge-base can help to streamline
communication across teams, saving time and energy.

Key features
Purpose built for private/internal use
Synthetix Internal Knowledge-base makes it easy for employees across an
organization to create and share knowledge, ﬁles and documents simply
and effectively. The intuitive centralized knowledge-base enables team
members to ﬁnd information instantly, searching by typing naturally worded
questions.
Superquick answers through superior Natural Language Processing
Our SentienceAI-powered Internal Knowledge-base software offers the fastest
possible results from employee searches, with the internal database checked
on every key press. Four layers of sophisticated linguistic search technology
ensures the best and most popular search results appear ﬁrst. Share critical
information such a know-hows, online manuals, product docs and more.
Seamless collaboration and creation
Built for employees on both sides of an interaction, internal messaging and
employee collaboration features deliver incredible team efﬁciencies. A user
friendly editor interface enable different teams to create content. Contributions
can be managed by controlling access with role-based permissions within the
internal knowledge-base, granting view-only access or reserving editorial
access for speciﬁc roles and to prevent overwriting. Single sign-on options
make it simple and easy to maintain users.
Detailed reports and analytics
Keep track of all your employees interactions with comprehensive built-in tools
for reporting and administration. Quickly track contribution history and
workﬂows. Identify which knowledge assets employees are accessing
frequently, potentially alerting employers to gaps in knowledge or topics or
issues of concern.

